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ABSTRACT

The feasibility of stabilizing gas bearing-rotor system by electromagnetic

me-nn !....... I i d anaiycicaily. Two devices appeared feasible, namely,

a unidirectional device producing a magnetic force to load thp beering with-

out increasing the rotor mass, and an active device producing a controlled

electromagnetic force always opposing the motion of the shaft. A numerical

example shows that the power loss from using either device together'with plain

journal bearings compares favorably with tilting-pad gas bearings.

(This abstract is subject to special export controls

and each transmittal to foreign governments or

foreign nationals may be made only with prior approval
I of the Air Force Aero Propulsion Laboratory (APFL),

S~Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio 45433.)
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F, G defined in Appzci' I, [dimensionless]

H dimensioniess bearing gap: h/C

I h fila, LhiLkness I:nI

h depth of coil -winding [in], see Fig. 2
w

i instantaneous eiectric. current [amp]

1.o, i' defined in ,:27), [amp]

km static magnetic stiffness per air gap [lb/in]

K hysteresis constant, units given in Section IV-5
h

L bearing length [I.n];
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length of core [in] and rotor [in3
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2
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A(z 
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cp magnetic flux [lines]

phase angle defined in (47), Erad]

W Journal angular veloUlLy [rad/sec]

whirl angular velocity [rad/sec)

Subscripts

c magnetic core

e external

g magnetic air gap

m magnetic

o steady-state

r rotor

a system

t time-dependent'

Sgyp components along the respective directions (See Fig. 1)

Superscripts

dot time derivative [1/sec]

. prime perturbation quantity

vector quantity
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II
SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

In high speed machinery applications, gas bearings have many advantages such

as low friction, high stiffness, insensitivity to extreme thermal environment,

radioactive "contamination", and so on. However, a gas bearing, because of

its low damping characteristic, is susceptive to self-excited vibration which

appears in the form of journal whirl motion. This motion, once started, will

grow in amplitude until it either reaches a finite amplitude or results in

solid contact between the journal and the bearing and thus causing bearing

failure. Even the finite amplitvide whirl may sometimes be considered unsat-

isfactory depending en the particular application and the magnitude of the

whirl amplitude.

Shallow spiral grooves engraved on either the journal or the bearing surface

were found both theoretically and experimentally to be effective in reducing

whirl instability CRef. 1, 2 and 31*. However, in some range of operation.,

even a grooved bearing can have whirl instability. Tilting-pad gas bearings

have been used successfully in many applications. Although tilting-pad gas

bearings can be designed to operate quite stably, the designs are complex and

* power loss is high. Therefore, other means of improving the stability of

journal bearings are desirable. One possibility is to utilize magnetic forces.

In the literature, magnetic suspension systems have been investigated [4) for

space applications. The advantage of a magnetic bearing over a gas bearing is

its ability to support load even in. the absence of any lubricant. This makes

magnetic bearings particularly suitable for suspension systems in high vacuum

environment. However, magnetic bearings generally have much lower load capac-

ity and stiffness than gas bearings.

In view of the above it appears logical to use the advantages of both a gas

bearing and magnetic forces, i.e., we will use gas bearings to provide load

capacity and stiffness, and'magnetic forces, hopefully to supply the damping
for bearing stabilization.

*Numbers in brackets refer to references at the end of this report.
S""-1-
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The purpose of this effort, summarized by this report, was to investigate the

feasibility of applyLng elperromagnetic forces to stabilize gas journal bear-

ings. Plain cylindrical journal bearings were chosen f:.- investigation be-

cause of their simplicity in analysis and because thrty served the purpose of

demonstrating how the whirl instability can be suppressed by electormagnetic

devices.
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F YON i I

THEORETICAL 8AC K(OUND

As stated in the Introduction. a plain y-!-:ndrical journal bearing wae chogen

for investigation. We shall brietly recaciruia-e in this section the the-'ret-

ical background of stability analysis.

Following the approdch 'JI, essume tnat .the journal has a steady ,-. diplsce

ment e from concentric po3,.tion, let us choose the x-axis to coincide with
xo

the-line connecting the concentric position and the displaced equilibrium posi-

tion, and the y-axis, perpendicular to it (See Fig. 1). Let the Journal have.

small oscillations with frequency 0 and amplitude3 ex and e in the x and y

directions respectively. Then, from Fig. i. it is illustrated that due to the

steady-state displacement exo, there is a gap variation e cos 9 (detailed

derivation is provided on Pages 41 and 42 of Ref. [101). Similarly, for the x

and y oscillations, ext cos Clt and eyt cos Mt, the gap variations are er cos Ot
xt yt

coo 0 and eyt cos flt sin 9 respectively. Thus, the dimensionless beari.ig ga

can be expressed by

H - 1 - (e + cos fu#t) cos - Cyt cos fuot sin ,

where H = h/C

e
xo

xo C

ext e

xt yt C- C -

f -

(u journal rotational speed

Denote the steady-state lubricant, pressure forces by F and F o a.id thp dvnawi'i

forces by Fxt and F y. Then, by the linearized pH method, it. is zb.-air ed from :1

Ref. [5] that

-3-4
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1o 3

)xo T DL p 2 xo 2IF

a
yo"-Y_. _ E2G (3)

y rrxl DP W xo

and

I'l L"z [yxt
yty yy

where

X XX xx 
5

are the direct dynamic s•iiffneas and damping in the x direction, snd Z
and Zy are cross-coupling terms. The Z~s, E1 , E2 , F and G are given iny

yx yt

where ise nApndxIfreayrfrne;te r fntoso

Ihen generxl i the motion cl mpdac of thejura.cn be ex ressd b te~ Ue and Veyt

es, with irect atite onse: of inss a bilaty, s must be purey imaginady,

because a real part would make an oscil.atory notion either grow or decay

depending on the sign of the real part. Thus, we set

where f is the critical speed ratio.

-4-



And the equations of motion are

M ext (i f eo) 2 e i - F

Mce 2 (7)
yt fCU) e iyf TaF

Using (4) and setting f - f we have

-m f2 x e i f T txx xc 
e fe c (8)yt' z z j e-

which in readily reduced to

LZ x -- o~J ( 9 )

S.. ~where,"i

STDLPa (10)Stnce Eq. (9) is homogeneous. the determinant of the coefficient matr( x

must vanish. Thus,,]

:! V V yy+ z 1 0

and
mc. 0. 5 (0 xx + uy + zr) (12)-

c fC2 
(12)

-5- 4'
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wheri

zx ÷Ii z • 1+I3

r
A ~ 24S•AI .i. 2 '3 )- xx - Vyy' .+ • rx y -- Vx V )

. xx yy x y xy .x Xy x

B =4/ V + u V *~2(U ~
Xy yx yx Xy.y xx • yX

The U's and W'e are functions of Z as indicated in Appendix I and Ref [5]'

For a given rotational speed ,w and steady-seate displacement € Eq. 'l1)

determines the critical speed ratio f And Eq. (12) determinea theC

critical mass parameter m
C

It is customary in stability analysis to define a threshold speed from the

critical mass.

speedM C 1/2 m
Threshold speed m0 c /o.LD,,12a,'

The critical mass parameter and the thr-s."old ?peed are che upper lmits for

stable operation of the bearir.g. The actual -values should be designrsd to

stay below their upper limits to have a st•bility margin.

-6-I



In- the "last section. we ha-;e t etti : thn'. ,'e astia;- f jt r3-ur;1

bearing can be expressed by A cri•o-c3l :,eez 3nd a cr:tical m&ýs. --

mass of the rotor must be ko-zr. s . ow the -r4,:- "c i m a f r a s

operation. -"i*..

It is shown in Ref. 2 tbs: an urliaded plain cylindrical jo-.ral •,eo-ring

is always unstable bec,•uoe it , z.C.r, -.t-ica' mass. This

is inevitable if a bearing ic to be opea-atd in a zero-g environment.

One possible means to make the bearing stableis to apply 7 unidirectiona-

magnetic force so that the bearing will *e rur at an eccený-ci rather ruh.;-.

the concentric yosition; Detail ccrailaration to this az.o--,r.n wi-... be

presented later in this section.

Although we can calculate for a !.caded journal bearing (grooved or ungroow•';

the critical mass for instability, ir meny caqes, the criticol mas..; :ur"

out to be lower than the rotor maze i-.d thea svstt.n wuid bý . .1c

Therefore, it is de4±rn'ele to devi$s meana to incre.ese tha critia.i ml:
and thereby make the 4•ysrem mo,:q zti•b'4e. ýn -uch dev;ice- will b=- Enown to

be very effective in achieving the .*-- puroaze; it will bs czlled *n
active electromagnetic device (See Fig. 8).

Electromagnetic Relatio.: srnp,

Let us first recapitulate soma ca-ec elesoro megnetic foramiae. 1-.
electromagnet, the msgneto-motive f-rce (m.e.f.' is elu-i zT th,. empere-

turn of the winding,

Denote

A air gap area perpen icular to mqg-etic flux, in 2

I length of air gsp, i:.

Ik mean length of winding per tu•n, in.

Ak • area of conductor, ci-i.-- mils

Best Available opy



I = Length of cor•f inC

W a magnetic flox, lines

B - flux densirty INne/!n-

F. - m.m.f., amp-turnsI
W number of turns

i • ele2tric current, amp

F etagnetic force per air gap, lb.m

The magnetic force per air gap is given by (pages 37 of Ref. 9)
SB~2A
B 2A

SF m. --. _. (15)
m 6m 72x06

Consider a magnetic circuit with reluctances of two air gaps, a magnetic core

and a rotor, connected in series. The total reluctance•t,is the sum of the re-

luctances in series. That is,

1 + -- A ÷ - -- 4 --C + - -rA A A A

og 8 o0g c c r r

where p•, c and p are the magnetic permeabilities of the air gap, the core and

the rotor respectively. Because the total reluctance is usually dominated by

that of the air gaps, it is convenient to write

(2 1 -
= -1 (2£ •g÷£ )

p A g C
0og

where

0 A I.L0 A
- -9 + A - -£

C c AC r kr Ar

is the equivalent length of core-rotor reluctance. Soft magnetic materials

with high magnetic permeability are available. The permeability of these

materials is', i general, not constant Suppose that we choose from Ref. 11,

"-8-



the supermalloy (16'. Fe. 9 N1. 55- M.o i 'ý.a h a permeabiiity r-3e jf 55.000

to 300,000 Gauss/OerArpn - 140rOn Z./ a The
2

saturation flux density for this c~at alloy :i 50,000 l.nea/in .As "will be

seen l-tcr, the alt.uai flux dencity ie desigred below 40,000 lInesh/fn 2.

Now, for the purpose of an order-of magnitude analysis. suppose that a high

permeability material such as aupermalloy is c.•oser, for both the core a..d the.

rotor, we may asEume

1) 11 6 ir M 140,000 l~iein2/ipn turn/in!
and ii) that the "flux passage length" through both the -ore and the iot.or

Sis

Ac jgr A 20 in.

The permeability of air is 0 I Gauas/Oersted - 2.54 line/amp.turn in.0|
Assuming the air gap to be 0.01. in., then,

_C 20 x 2.54 1
2A 140,000 x 2 x 0.01 56 <

Therefore, for this analysis, the combined reluctance of the core and the toter

can be neglected when compared to the reluctance of the tuo eir gaps. The rt-

luctance of the magnetic cýrcuit a, therefore, ofE

Using the above expression for the reluctance of a magnetic circuit and follow-ing the derivation shown on page 33 of Ref. 9, we obtain (instead of Eq. f14)

on page 33 of Ref. 9) a relationship between• flux deraity a.nd m.m.fo,

Ni - 0.313 B (2,6 0.626 B(16.)

Note that F. gven by Eq. (15) is the magnetic force pzoduced by one (magnetic

air) gap. The total magnetic force will obviously be 2? Since ,:here are

-9 m



I
two journal bear;-ngs o at each enc of tnre shaft- each beating will b&

forced to carry a taagnetic snatt Looan8g ,E -m .Z..t h'r

shaft loads.

1. A Device Producing a Unidirectional M4agnetic Force

A schematic diagram of this device 2s shown in Fig. 2. The magnetic force is

produced by a d-c electromagnet. '.agnrettc lines are emitted from one "leg"

of the magnet (north pole) to the rotor and bac k into the other "leg" (iouth

pole). The rotor and the magnet should. of course, be made of magnetically

permeable material.

Under steady-state condition, the current in the winding is

0 -- (17)

where E0 - steady-state electric potential [volt) . .

R =resistance, [ohm]

Knowing i, one can easily calculate B from Eq. (16) and F from Eq. (15). Note

that the magnetic force F is alvays an attractive force. A magnet-ic stiffne-ss

can be defined as the increment of magnetic repulsive force per init decrement

of the air gap.
d(-F ) dF

km -d•.

Using Eqs. (15) and (16) and carrying out the differentiatiorn, it is readily

obtained that

4F
k -__.. (19'

m 2 ,

Note, first of all, that the magnetic stiffness is negative. This 4.s an un-

desirable feature because the stiffness of the rotor-bearing system will be

decreased by the amount 4Fm/2, .

-10-
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Large I this, of course, req~ire3 a proporti.inally larg. Nz t3 driv- the 3me

amount of magnetic flux thro,-Sh the air gtha 1 ir the be cir g a t k is te b
Sstatic magnetic stiffness. nriear dynemi": cond-iticn Ili e.,j the. gap hasia3nu-

soidal variation with timeý, the situation is different. First of all, the

[! electric current is no longer E/R- 7.-et us choose .9 coor:dinste system ý as shown

•. in Fig. 1. Assume that the. notion -.f the rot.or t.n the F-direction be represen.teJ

[•by et Cos Oqt with e mJ-il sm,,-Iler than Z o Ten t.he air Sip cac. be expressed by"

I '; A' <+ (20)- go g g go

where

A'me Cos rt (21)
g gt

The inductance of the electric circuit is given by.,

iL N d 10 henry (22)

But,
ANi

g 0.313(21

Thus, 2
-N~~~~ A~- 2

L N • •,108 - 3.19 x 10.8 -- A (23w"di 21

Note that L is time dependent. Therefore, instead of the usual ':urrent equation

dtLdi'•+Ri=E

we should use

(Li) + R w E 124)

-0l- -
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I 'i

Using Equations (20. and C232.. Fa. , co •z , by nelectirg qýad-

ratic and higher order effects of the air gap perturbation. First, Eq. (23)

can be written Ps

L Lo + L' (25)
I0

where

N2Ai : ~L =3.19 1 08 _-_

go (26)

I' L
A 0go

Since the current is also varying with. time, we can writte

I. ti +i' . (27)

where i is the steady-state current and L', the perturbation. Now Eq. (24)
0

becomes

d (L + L') (i° + i') + R (i° + i') - Eo (28)

which can be separated into a steady-state equation,

Ri E E (29)
0 0

and a perturbation equation,

L d + i + R i' 0 (30)o dt o dL

Note that in Eq. (30), we h~ve neglected L' d- and V dL-- because thesedt dt

two terms are small when compared respectively with the first two terms in
.1.di L di ' dl.' dL.'

Eq. (30), i.e. LV - - < < L Oil and i' i'- < < io dL'

-12-
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E
Equation (29) indicates that tni: steauv-Y-s;te current is which agree. wiýh

Eq. (17) and is obvi-isly valid. Equati.n (30) is the eq atro-. for the

.uL~e'LC. Kearranging (30). we obtain

R ad' + - it 3 "dt L 0odt (E
0

Corresponding to a periodic perturbed motior, af the rotor such that

g "tgo -egt cosb t

the solution of Eq. (31) is [Ref. 12"

-e [ R/L 0
it sin C) t1tS0 2- 2 jLt

go r)*4R/L)

+ (R/Lo) 2  0t

9i
R

+i" exp (-•r 32* ,

The transient term, which decays exponentially, depends on the pre-'se initidal

condition; for instance, assuming i' (t-0) - 0, we have i" - i -!-t-
igo

: + (R ) . In any case, the time constant, L /R, in a typical design,i n2 ~~+ ( R/LO2 ,

would be very saull as will be illustrated in a numerical example on p.iges 17

and 18.

From Eq. (16)

B Ni N(i0 + i)
B 0.626 1 o .626 (Ago +)

(33).

-B + itL
i Igo

-13-
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where

n 34,
c 0.626 tgo

Finally, we can compute F from iq. (15; and by neglecting terms involving pro-

2
B A.

ma
Fm 72xI0O " 1• •

Let F -F £+ F ' (35)

m o•0 m ~ -

Then,2

F 21(35,)

F'- Fo (2 •o -2 •g(35b)

Substituting Eqs. (21) and (32) into Eq. (35b,, and assuming that the transient

term has already become negligible. we •btain

F' Fmo 2- gt 2 sinRt

-(R/L .2 (36)

2•2+ (R/Lo) a o

where 6 dynamic erccitricity ratiowhre ¢t C f

C- radial beari:z -.1eareance

F' is the pecturbacion force dus tc a shafr oacillation.-e cos rX. Thus,

m itI the in-phase and out-of-phase com?,nernts of V' represent respectively the
dynamic stiffness and damping -.. duced mAgnezically.

-14-



II
In order to express the magnetic force in terms of stiffness and dampina. we
write Eq. (4) in the C coordinates.

II1 tni - m mg zmgi et int (37-mf~a (F) [z C e~I

where Z U +iv
MCC m9 mCC , etc. The subscript, m, indicates quantities

due to magnetic forces. From Eq. (37) we have,

I
aF t (U C s atm ijTDLp F- (Upcoe9t9v ainC•t

+ 9 (U cos Q t -v sin a t) (38)'nt MCI ~ *Mgl

If we identify F' of Eq. (36) with (F") of Eq. (38), and equate terms of likeM , ) M
combinations of ¢ t cos L-9 etc., we obtain

gt I.
U 2 -F C1
MCC no A go 1 + (OR 2i

(r / C (EoR) 2
v - 2 P __0__(39)"M9g "o Ag0  1+ (ao /R) 2

0

where -F
F - o -_-- W2 + W2Fmo rrDL p xo + yo

a

-15-I _____



I

It uider co express the magnetic force in terms of stiffness and damping, we

write Eq. (4) in the gj coordinates.

1g1 ' 371 [(Fgt)m - ZmB Z, 1  K•t e (37)

a~ It 1 m~ I

vhp-re Z U + i V
mCg mg+ Cm , etc. The subscript, m, indicates quantities

due to magnetic forces. From Eq. (37) we have

(F)
etm -[c (U cc oo 0t V sin 0 trrDL pa L .o ,

S+ a~ (U• cooe 0 t - Vm sin :2 t)] (38)

If we identify F.' of Eq. (36) with (F ) of Eq. (38), and equate terms of like

combinations of c coo O)t etc., we obtain

- C 1

MCC -2F go I + (Lo/R)2

2

(M /R)2

V -2 C I (39)
mCC mno Igo I + ( /L IR) 2

800

where

•mo T"DL px yo

-15-
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Observe that as 0- 0 . •Q . , , tin m< mic s~iffne~s

approaches the steady-sr.re siffr•. -. •i- by Eq. •19) except a cz.7stant

factor due to no.-dimersiornaiiz-i',r. e'd ,hm lamgetic dy'rmic damnirg

approaches to zero. Thercfore. L-.4 qja:-i static res 95t. s. expec:-..

agree with the static reaulz. sbicei t.

Eo-,ation (39) indicatei chat tbe el-ctromagner aside from prov.iding -a

1 iL "tng on the bearing and a negative Stiffness, yields a positive damping

dynamically; both are inversely proportional to the magnetic ga. 7hey are

plotted against C) L iR in Fig. 3. Sirce the damping helps to stabilize

whereas the negative st.iffn-ss tends to des .•oIze, it is desirable to ha-ie

large valueB of V but keep the magnitade of smal 1 .n ord2: to do

so, the parameter m Lo/R should be desi.gned to be greater than ur.xty a,

can be seen from Fig 3.

'I Recall that C is the direction ýf magnetic loading. If the •-.gn9:: face is

designed to have a small wrAp -angle, so ttat Lhe rel'act3ance i0 not

appreciably changed with as shatt motior, ir the T-dirertionr we havle

All the cross-coupling terms are also zaro.

Now we can express the magnetic. dynamic .stiffr.ess ard dimping in the Xy.-

coordinates.

{... yy. myy m gg

-Umyx, V myx

__16



The angle 0 is the angle of rotation from the C1-caordina'es to the xy-

coordinates as shown in Fig. 1

The dynamic stiffness and damping of the rotor-bearing system is equal to the

sum of the corresponding terms if the bearing (Ux, ... ) and the electro-

magnet U ...' .

(U c )a U~ + U). xx mxx

(42)

(U) U + U , etc.
xys8 xy y

where the subscript s indicates the system. Knowing the system dynamic stiff-

ness and damping, the critical speed ratio and the critical mass can be calcu.-

lated from Eqs. (11) and (12).

Example - Plain journal bearing in zero-g field.

Input D 1 in.

p 14.7 psi

Ago 0 0.1 in.

C - 0.001 in.

LL - 0.27 x l0-8 lb seciin2

A - 0.1

, = 0.2
Xo LL

D

A g 0.2 ir,2

Ak 1 1000 cir. mil.

Ik 2.5 in.

i = 1 amp

-17-
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From A = 6 ._- (U ) = 0,1
Pa

we calculate w - 363 rad/sk-.

To displace this bearing to an eccentricity of e 0.2, we need a bearing

force of, from Eq. (3),

W - -0.696 x 10-4
xo

W° 0.24, x 10.

-, o88.3 2

Then . .

Fmo Wxo +yo 0.0024

which corresponds to a dimensional loading of Fro o DL pe 0.111 lb.
SMCa

From Eq. (15) and Eq. (16) we c.alculate

2B M 6326 lines/in2

N - 392 turns

The inductance is, from Eq. (26)

L ....- 3.19 x 10 .8 0.496 x 10.2 henryL0 2 1g
go

If copper is used for the coil winding, the resistance is

R Ak 12 0.85 ohm

Thus, the transient time constant is

Lýo .0.496 x 10-2
0.85, 0.00583 seeC.R 0.85

and it would take only 0.027 sec. for the magnitude of the transient term in

Eq. (32) to be reduced to 1/100 of its initial value,

-18-
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To find the critical speed ratio f c we try various values of f until Eq. (11.Is satisfied. We illustr•t .h . .
- .... [Je ire oy taKing f 0.4995 (which isactually the critical speed ratio). Then, U and V can be calculated

from Eq. (39) and U etc., trom Eq. (41).

U " -0.19 x 10"7
mxx

U = U - --0"656 x 10-6
Smxy myx

U - -0.227 x lO-myy

V v~x 0.201 x 1o"7

Vy- V 0.695 x 10"6
my myx

*1V - 0.24 xl104
MYY

NHow the coefficients for the system can be calculated from Eq. (42) assulng
Tx and so on have already been calculated from Ref. [5].

(U )a -0.716 x lo" 3
xxa

(Uxy)s - 0.120 x 10-1

(U )a -0.123 x 10'1

(Uyy)g - 0.664 x 10 3

(Vxx). - 0.122 x 10-1

(Vy) - -0.693 x 10-3
i (Vy )a 0.681 x 10-3

S(Vy)a 0.120 x 1o'l

From Eq. (13)

A -0.586 x 10O3

B1  0.667 x 10-

Z r -0.1374 x 10"2r

zi f --0.2425 x 10"I

-19-
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Substituting into Er, _F). we have .V 4 1; ' IQ, -

xx s yy s I

Thus, the vAliiP of f 0.4995 is indFeF .h L.rxtica1 speed rar.Q c -e diiir-nsion-

less critical mass is from Eq. 12)

Ii -. 4

m 0-- 0 . 108 W i 0
C

Threshold speed = 0.067-

For a plain journal bearing with L/D I., C 0.001 in. and e 0.2. the thres-Xo

hold speed is plotted against A for various values of A,,, in Fig. 4. !' is seen

that the threshold speed increases with I in the small A region. When 2 -.

go
the stability curve becomes that of a gravitationally loaded bearznp. the number

of ampere-turns required to magnetically load the bearing is of co-rse infinxte

(because I., ). For moderate and high A the magnetically loaded bearing is as
good as the gravity-loaded bearing. -Similar stability maps for - 0.4 and 0.6

are shown in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively. Tjn Fig. 7 the number .r t-rns, N is

plotted against A for the same journal bearing at e 0 6; rhe elec~ric current

in the coil is assumed to be fixed at. one amp.

- i.
2. An Active Electromaxnetic Device

I In an active electromagnetic device, the T-o~ion of the shaft is sensed by capac

itance probes. (See Fig. 8). Since the whirl r.otion i.s two-dirmrensi:)al, two

probes are needed and should-be-plac-ed 90 degreei from each other_ h o.Itpur

of the sensing probes will be amplified, then sent from the amplif1.rs :-) the

windings of the electromagnets placed around the *shaft. The electrical qyste.m

will be connected in such a way that the electromagnets always exert forces

opposing the motion of the shaft. Sin-te aa electromagnet can only exert a:trac-

tive forces on the shaft, two electromagnets are needed in the hor-zot3ra1. direc

tion and two in the vertical direction. Therefore, a total of four Alectr)mag-

nets are required for the device. Figure 8 illustrates a schematic diagrsm of

the device. It is seen that there are two independent, but identlcal s-,bSyStCmS

- - one to control the x-motion, and the other to control the y-motion Each *

j
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subsysten, consists of _- .:a pap z td--e pr:'. De.. dif rererit•L. t. .':.e =mpI1

fier. one signial Split-r- ad i ~ s nezeisarv .;-'e

f tigate the characteriscics •r -1:bsyse•1 i: . Let thE diinpi e~-t iru

the x-direction be repre.-.t.d by

e e + e CC "t43:
X X0 xr.

where e is the ste.oj*- tct d .a-nent deter-mined by the loaAZ: and the

bearing characterist-ics, and e i-i the peak emplitude of the time depede--,t

term. Because the loading may charge either in magnitude or in direction or

both, eX0 would charge acccrdingly. Bt.t as far as improving the system sta-

bility is concerned, we bave no direct n-•terest in e o. As a matter of fact,

it is desirable to sense onl. the time dependent part of the diaplacement sto

that each time there is a new e we do not hevt to readjust tne~s-zteei.xo

However, a displacement probe can only reade * This it why a differentiator

is needed; it differentiates with respect to time the output of the

displacement probe. The input to the amplifier is, therefore, e or - e )

sin Ot. Finally, the sig•ai splictez is c,- decide which lc.r.crom4arget to

energize with the output of the amplifiet. Physicall- it is cl•sr f-.lt Lf

e is negative, elecLromagnet (D should te energized.. or electronagnet (2x
if otherwise. A dcscription on the differentiator and the signal spltrtc-r

is given in Appendix I.

The output of the differentiator or the irLpu* to the amplifier .4 proportioaal

to the shaft center vtlocity. - eXt 0} air a.. Let. -he peak amplit.ide of the

amplifier output :,- F

If we assume the time !ag intr.:d,jced by te. amplifier -wa ell at. the probe

and differenttator) is negligibly small, then the amplifier outp.it pore:lt.al

can be represented by E 1 Ot. In the e n full cycle .*,f EIr sIr Ot 7.

shown. The positive p:rti.,-n lie' will b-- ch, e.n•Elled t- -.:-erg.'e

EM • whereas the negative port.cn (dit:tred i-ae*, is to energize E1 -

-21-
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t

through the use of the signal splitter. The questitr, then arise-s as to whether

the current in the winding. would be able to respona to the interr•n.re.'t, ariv.rig

voltage illustrated in Fig. 9. To srns(er this, let us focus ouir te:,t1o-, on

EM (D , it being a typical elec-tromnagz.t . the. sys-emo Tile dr-vi, g voltage

on EM (D can be represented by

E = E tin Ct, 0<t< .<4

4I

The electric current equation is, therefore

L dt + - E, sin 0t, tt'45.

Suppose that the magnetic air gsp i.8 one order )f magaiLude larger tft.h& r.ht

bearing gap, so that the inductance L can be asjunazd ". be constat•..

solution of Eq. (45) is

i hr A sin(G- ( ) +A sin V exp - .)

where

EI I
A /G + (R/L) ta R 1\7'

In order for the transient term in Eq. (4e) to -ittenuaLe in a relatively ahort

time interval, and in order for the phase angle y to be small, the following

inequality must be satisfied.

L
<< or < < TT

-22-
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Only if inequ,-11:y t48: is •a-;•~ed .c.:l c-,rrn-- )n CM ( -) •e biiiit

-t,, . C:ao te r.-e ,g 4 ra - ,v.-.d -, - ck!V 10 1i: 1 n':r reed' d 'his L
usually requires an additio,•"• '1rnsi el.ectr_: res•.stance in Cris. vw:th :hc

winding. Having made R ý1uff-c:en-i!, lare.t :o sa:tify -48:. Eq !'4i can be ap-

proximated by

ft• E /R T ft 0 (49)>

In some applications, trhe , d.:ý tc' -•.- .he ddi: of external eiec-ricaj resis-

tance can be quite large. !.: cnri ' -r, d. "'. d.tirnigti`ng '.ss :r, the onaring system-

Therefore, it is interesting ro consider .he a.•cernative of using a transistor in

the circuit as shown in the following diagram for EM Q ,Ndenrical systems

should be applied to the other three r-lec'tromagnets.

IndUctance and Re'lsstance oi. wind&-l.g of MQ

dc E, driving voltage from

2. 1-

The driving voltage from sig•n.l Wc'-,rt-r " oan";.ed .o pass thra.±,ti a resistance

Rlwhich is much higher than the transiit.:r rvsiptance This d&creaýte? the value

of iI and causes it to be esaentia!ly "•.n-Fr.ae wjth F. The actua: cirrcnt passing

through the winding, i, can be :.n th,' order o. 100 ,:ime3 -he curren. i1 controlling

the transistor, i e,. t.he r.r.ans."s:or . . . cA r rent amplifier UXe to the. oper-

sting characteristics of transistors "he crrent i will be prororrt.o.ina to and in-

phase with iI(and therefore in pba~ e w;.h 3 and will 'e idepede'rv' of the voltage

drop L di/dt provided EdŽ '. di/dt + R 6E. where U s o&e vilrage thres-

hold of the transistor. U. is typically I ": 2 voltss, and grntra'ly l.=s than 5

volts It is pointed out here thot the pcwe.r loss duE !i i, .R will E reilatively

low because iI is on the orde.r of i/fO0

, | | , | , | | | | | | | | |.



Since the driving vol:age on F,4 0 9nd L• ® ;r:,p-rt *,. t . n. S7 :

velocity, one can write by let:zi:ng rne pr:p3tr'.aLý . cons:aint be 'y

de
E = y dt

= -xt Si -r-

Eq. (43) has been used in der i-g Eq. 5. ' - t E is al--at.

applied to EM ( in :ne inaervai 0 < nt < -, tz E.1 in the interval

Tr < M < 2n. The electric currents in t-he windings are agaii aiterýacelý

i E de yX tde

R R dt K

in the respective intervals. R is tht t_-.frnal re.iszance in ÷r;=. wi-h cne

winding, or in the case of the tranio.or ; ~i• it, an equivalent const6rnr. : h

combined time-dependert m~g-'--.- f©

of Eqs. (15", (16) and (51', be expr,-a

(F xtm 72x06 R066I ' Idt dt- .2
6 "0.626

tm 72 x10 g

Employing an identicai arr~n _:: ::. 6 y-Ftr:. n ? - .F-

EM @ would similarly exert e:n- dep-. -.- :c g f:rcE g-,:, b-,

A~ dz

yt m 72.626 x

Note that theae forces., wh,_l s-ting t- ppoýýe -hi veloc:ty Df tn= ina::

center, are proportional tý. te sq..are zf -ts mag.i-ý-.ids. :ner-forz cn-ý sta-

bility analysis presented in Secti)r, -T in whch force

I Best Available Copy



I(
I:Sare rpno,4rA 6- j y tc cithr Jimp3Lacemen. or ttle

veloci.ty of the shaft center, can not be applied directly. In Appendix IV, "*

a virtual damping criterion is derived showing that if magnetic forces such

as those given in Eqs. (52) and (53) are employed to control the dynamic or-

bit of a shaft-bearing system, which would be otherwise unstable, an orbit of

finite amplitude would develop. Thus, the type of magnetic forces discussed

in this section does not stabilize the shaft in the absolute sense, but in-

stead, it limits the amplitude of the shaft orbit. Equations (52) and (53)

can be rewA'itten in a dimensionless form consistent with common conventions.I
employed in bearing analysis, e.g. in Section 1I and Appendix IV.

(F 'xt )m m d a d ;X
(W (xt) m p pYDL O= 7r d

i Id"(54)(F~) de de
Itt a

h ytm palDL m di 2

where

.C2 U?. N

Ipa6r(;- ) ( -9 ) ( - (55)
am 72 x 10 g

Let us consider for example the case of'an unloaded journal bearing. This

bearing is inherently unstable. However, in the presence of stabilizing

forces of the type considered here, the whirl motion is limited to an orbit

of finite magnitude. As treated in detail in Appendix IV, the dominant com-

ponent of such an orbit as estimated by a one-step iterative Fourier analysis

would be a circle with the dimensionless radius

.3 (U.,l "//l) m,, (-I"/1
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where (U//I V/1 I' U•I' Vd I) arý dy-iamically pert urbeo bNaring forces

Appendices ! and IV) at the fteqth,:y rat,

,Ulf, + VIl
f M l .Ll

which is approximately 0.5 regardless of the precise value ot m. Thu. -f the

orbit size is to be limited to a designated amplitude, tne required val.ýe of

Om must be sufficiently large.

For a loaded journal bearing, po # 0. the analysis of Appendix IV wojld havE

to-be extended to allow for the lack of symmetry between x and y direc'Zi3,s.

For a heuristic first approximation, one may replace Eqs. (54) by their dom-

inant Fourier components evaluated at an acceptable upper bound of the.-r

amplitudes, say gl. In other words, one may makz the approximation

(W)mvxx i

SWexp(ft) (56)

[y~ti myy ytJ
where

8 2

V WVm f 5

and th•n u3e the linear stability analysis according to S'-1tior, "'. 7or -.:-

tsance, with €, W 0.1, an unstable system (according to the linear stabil-Ity

analysis) would have an orbit with its dominant Fourier component larger ,ha:,

0.1. Conversely, a stable system would have an orbit with its domina,:.ý.

Fourier component smaller than 0.1.

If one strives for a means to reduce the orbit size to an absolute zero, the

magnctic damping must be not only phased to oppose the ir,stantaneoisa veloc,,ty,

but should also be made linearly proportional to its magnitude. Two ways 3f

achieving linear magnetic dynamic damping appear possible. These are by means

"aof square root function generator and by means of d-c current bis. Each has

serious shortcomings. In what follows below their operating principles wili be

-26-



explained and shortcomings po" i.td ;zt o sO that je car., in the f,.turr -

Slder them as alternatives ii a more rngorr,.% triee-off sttudy.

Square-Root Function Generator

A square-root function generator (SR:2G; is a device which when fed by

an input f (t) womild przduce an output -V7~t. If we connect in series

one SRFG before each electromagnet, then it is quite obvious that the

force produced will be proportional to et. This will enable us to

use the linear stability theory.

One such SRFG we have found is the General Electric Square-Root Con-

vertor (GEMAC System HBK 8058ER. According to the G.E. Brochure, it

has the following characteristics:

Weight ---------- 5 pound net

Size ... 3"' x 6" x 15"

Frequency Response ------ Down 3db at 3 Hz

The frequency response is definitely unsatisfactory because we are in-

terested in the range of 100 Hz or higher.

D-C Current Bias

Apply a d-c. bias electric current in the coil of each electromagnet.

This bias current ghould be at least one order-of mragnitude larger than

the current driven by the amplh-fier. Let .. and 11 derot-e reapictIvely

the d-c bias electric current and the current drLvea by the amplifier

(I0 > > I. Now the force prodtced by the electromagnet is proportional
to (I0 + II)2.

Electromagnet Force (I0 + I2 + 2:TV Note that we can neglect
2 1

the I term with the use ,)t the. d .c bias current. The for-e proaj•cea by

the electromagnet is therefore p:oporcior,.L to II and hence ext. Again.,

one can now use the linear stability theory. .

-27-
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However, this bias ._.;rrept giv,- rs,• -:i g stF=ady mag-ietic force wh-.ch in

turn results in a neg4tive stiff-ess. Tn:s negative stiffness should De
appreciable because :r) > 4 .. 1sr the inpl.,ca:,on of th.s bias current

causes a large incrense, in power loii which will be discussed in the sec-

Ition entitl e d , Power Loss and Wewght :e-acies.

In summary, we do not recommtnd the use of either the SRFG or the d-c Bias Current

just ior the purpose of making tho linear s9aoJlity theory applicaible Due to the

lack of knowledge about the Inflaence of non-llnear dynamic damping it is diffic..lt

to predict whether a linearlor non-linear dynamic damping is more effective in sup-

pressing whirl instability. But, qualitatively it is beyond doubt chat the non-

linear dynamic damping produced by the proposed active device will be effective in

suppressing instabilities. In the following example, some preliminary itability

results will be obtained by using the linear stability theory and Eq. (57)

EXAMPLE: Loaded Plain Journal Bearing

Inp~ut

D I inch

C - 0.001 inch
-8 2

g 0.27 x 10 lb.sec/.in

A - 0.35

= 0.2

L/D - I

From the definition of A we calcula:e the Journal, speed wo 1270 rad/sec. If we

further specify the followingi

Additional Input

N - 30 turns

I l amp

Rf 10 ohm (including external resistance)

.28-
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E = 118 volt

A ,02 in

;,g =0.01 inch

In order to have E 11.8 volts, and suppose that the tolerable 6 is 0.118,

then it is required that the amplifier can yield y 0 C - 100 volta. With

the above input data, the magnetic dynamic damping can be readily calculated

from (57).

V - V ' 0.0139nixx myy

The values of V and V can be easily increased by increasing t.he ampli-
fication ratio of the amplifier, y.,

Before we go any further, let us check if inequality (48) is satisfied. First

of all, 0 4.s typically one half (or smaller) the journal speed, a a 635 rad/sec.

From Eq. (23), L - 2.87 x 10-4 henry

aL _ 635 x 2.87 x 1 0.0182
R 10

which is indeed much smaller than rr required by inequality (48).

The linear stability results for different values of magnetic-dynamic damping

are tabulated as follows.

Dimensionless
mxx my) Threshold Speed (Eq. 12a)

0 0.286

0.005 0,375

0.010 0.575

0,015 0.891

0.020 1,373

At Vmxx - 0.0139, the threshold speed is 0.83, which is three times the

value at V - 0.

-29-
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SE".CT ;ON '

POWER LOSS AND WEIGHT. PENALIIES

In the previous secticns we have showtn that both the device prodch.cing unidi-
rectional magnetic force ana the active device are capable of making a journal

bearing more stable. It is then in order to estimate what penalties are

associated with the use of either of the devices One major pezni-lty is of
course the power loss associated with tne elcctroi.agnetic systrem The other

major item is the weight penalty if the eaf- bearzng is to be usul in a space

unit or any other circumstances where weight is an important consideration.

It is illustrative to investigate an actual machine utilizing gas bearing
suspension and compare the power lose with che machine power rating and the

additional weight with the total weight of the machine,

Tilting-pad gas bearings supporting a 9 kw turboalternator were designed
by MTI for NASA (under subcontract to Pratt-Whitney Aircraft). The bearings

had been successfully operated for more than 1200 hours and they are still in

operation. The bearing dimensiona and generator characteristic data are

listed below for easy reference,

J 9 kw , 4 pole. 400 Hz

Shaft diameter - 3-1/2 inch

Shaft speed - 12.000 rpm

Stator-rotor air gap - 20 mil

Rotor mass - 56 lb

1. Preliminary Design - Unidirectional Device

Suppose that we want to operate the unit described above in a zero-g environment

with two plain journal gas bearings whose D = 3-1/2 inch, C - 0 001 inch and

L/D - 1. One possible way to achieve a stable operation is utilizing the de-
vice producing a unidirectional magnetic force, I[n order to obtain a critical

mass of 28 pounds which is half of the rotor mass' (because there are two

bearings), it is found that the bearings have to be loaded magnetically to

an eccentricity of 9 a 0.41, or F V 82 lb,, Let the flux density

be 40,000 line/in2 o tbe4000 ie/n. Then, the area of the air gap needed is ;

o3.-
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A 72x0 6  82 x 72 x 6 - 369 in2

(40,000)"

Lesign a crnoR-Aeer-t!n of, say, 1 - 1-7/8 inch and d = 2 Inch (see Fig. 13'.

Aasume an air gap of t. 0.01 inch, the ampere-turn required for the air

gap is,

(CN2) - (0.3i3 B A )2 - 250 amp-turns
gap 9

A3sime 50 a'np-turns to take inrto account the drops in iron and leakage. Thus

-i - 250 + 50 - 300 amp-turns. Choose i = 1 amp, N - 300 turns and use #18

wire which has an o.d. of 0.04 inch and Ag - 1600 c.m. The cross-section of
t 2

the coil w-nding would be 0.04 x 0.04 x 300 - 0.48 in . Allow an additional

22
,'see Fig. 13). 0.75 in2 for insulation. Thus, to accommodate the coil winding

and some margin we design a cross-sectional area of 2 in 2, so that

-w - 2 inches, h I linch

2. Prel'.minary Design - Active Device

Design the system to be able to yield a maximum of V x - 0.1 at ,- 0.118.

Then, the peak magnitude of magnetic time-dependent force is

(Pa Tr D L) Vwxx C€

S(4.7 x Tx 3.5 x 3.5) 0.1 x 0.118

S- 6.E7 pounds

Assume B - 20,000 lines/in . Then, the area of the air gap is

6.67 (72.x 106) 2
Ag 1.2 in

* 2C,000

We car. make the cross-secticn to be, say, w - 1.1 inch, d u 1.1 inch. Again

assume an air gap of 0.01 inch. The enipere-turn required is 125. Allow an

additional 25 amp-turns for leakage, etc. We need a peak total of 150 amp-turns.

Choose a peak current of 1 amp and use #18 wire. N - 150 turns.
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3rince the ampere tdrn is one half of that of the unidirectional

dev-ice. the cross-sectional area of the coil and insulation is also about

half of it, (0.48 + 0.75)/2 0.62 in

a. Loaded Bearing

If the bearing is loaded by its own weight, (28 lb/bearing) it will reach a
static equilibrium position. For C = 0.001 inch, the bearing will develop

this load capacity at e 0.15. The critical mass can be calculaced to

be three pounds. Since the critical mass is smaller than one half of the

rotor mass, the bearing would be unstable. In order to AM the rotor

bearing system stable, the critical mass should be no less than 28 pounds.

This can be achieved by using the active device. A plot of the critical
mass against Vm,• is shown in Fig. 11. It is seen that a VMXX of

approximately 0.103 is needed to achieve a critical mass of 28 pounds.

in fect, if we design the bearing to have a larger clearance, the bearing

would operate at a higher s but have smaller dynamic stiffness. As axo
result, the critical mass would have a lower value when V - V • 0.

mxx myy
However, it rises rather quickly with increasing magnetic damping as shown
in Fig. 11. The following table summarizes the magnetic damping needed for

various C to achieve a critical mass of 28 pounds.

C [in] A
A Cxo mxx Critical Mass [ib]

0.0010 4.28 0.15 0.103 28 4
0.0015 1.90 0.24 0.092 28

0.0020 1.07 0.39 0.076 28

b. Unloaded Bearins

If the bearing is unloaded (e.g., in a zero-g environment), the critical
mess is again plotted against Vmxx in Fig. 12. Note that the critical mass

approaches zero when V mxx- 0. Ihis indicates the well-known fact that an

unloaded journal bearing is always unstable. When VmXX - 0.1, the critical

mass becomes as high as 252.6 pounds. In the following we again summarize
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the dyramic magnetic damping, V ,,x, needed for various C to achieve a critical

mass of 28 po.-.ads at zero eccentricity.

C [in] V)MX Critical Mass [lb]

0.0010 0.109 28

0.0015 0.096 28

0,0020 0.077 28

:t 'A therefore recommended to design the bearing at C -0.002 inch, if the

active device is to be used. To operate stably, it would need V - V -
WX MYY

0.076 when it ia loaded, V - V myy 0.077 when it is not loaded. For sub-
sequent calculations, 0.08 will be used for the value of V *x In Section

SV-?, it will be seen chat larger clearance would result in lower bearing

frictional loss although the eccentricity will be higher.

3. Eddy Current Loss

The magnetic flux while passing through the shaft are cut by the rotation of

the shaft and thus generating e.m.f. This e.m.f. will produce eddy-current

ard dissipate in the form of heat. In the following we will make an estimate

of this eddy-current lose.

i Magnetic flux will complete its path from one air gap through the shaft, the
other air gap ano back into the magnet. It will penetrate the entire depth of

the shaft in a three-dimensional fashion which will be affected by the ratio of

the magnet dimensions to the shaft diameter, the variation in permeability due

to change in B, and the presence of eddy-current in the shaft.

Wh.•le an actual analysis for the flux distribution is rather complicated, we

a.iaume fcr a first approximation, that the flux is flowing uniformly in a
channel inside the shaft. The channel penetrates to depth d and width w in

"the shaft (i.e., the same dimensions as the outer core) as shown in Fig. 13.

If the rotation of the shaft is as shown in Fig. 13, and the flux direction is

to the right as shown, then the e.m.f. generated is radial in the central

region and axial near the gap according to

d E - v x B di) 10-8 (58)
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7

A current (eddy-current) is produced because of the induced e.m.f. and is

in the same direction as E in' A force proportional to the product of

E . . -- ,d ', ULL tl, acts in a direction to oppose the shaft motion. Hence,

there is a drag, and eddy-current loss must be supplied mechanically by the

shaft.

Let us focus our attention in the central region where the flux is toward

inthe right and En is in the radial direction. The magnitude of the velocity

is v - ur and di - dr where (z is the rotating speed of the shaft and r the

radial coordinate. Using the above and integrating (58) we have
2
2

Ei -B ) 5 r dr x 10" 8

D
2 d

1 2 -
- B co (Dd - d2) x 108

Substituting values from the preliminary design

B - 40,000 lines/in2

II co - 12000 rpm * 1255 rad/sec

D m 3.5 inches

1 d - 2 inch

Ein - x 40,000 x 1255 (7-- 4) x 10'8
in 2

0.756 volts.

In order to calculate the eddy-current loss due to this induced voltage,

it is necessary to estimate the electrical resistance of the current path.

Assume that current is flowing over an area of cross section equal to the

length and width of the magnet. Thus,

Area of cross section - (I + d) w

Length of current path - d
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6 d
-he electrical resistance of the indoction path 23.6 x 10

W

23.6 x 10-' 6 X + 2 6.27 x LO"6 ohm if the shaft is made of super-

malloy which has a resistivity of 23.6 x 10 ohm per inch length per square

inch cross section. (See Page 5-180 of Ref. 14). Since electrical current

will return through some path in the shaft, we assume that the total resistance

is twice the value calculated above
2

S12 .5 x 106 ohm. Eddy-current power loss = 12.5 x - 45.6 x 103

watts - 45,6 kw.

Thus,. the estimated eddy-current power loss is about 5 times greater than the

power rating of the turboalternator. Whatever the assumptions Chat are made

regarding the flux distribution and current path etc., it is obvious that the

Seddy-currentlosses will be prohibitive at the speed and flux density specified.

If we ise che active device instead, the eddy-current loss is then estimated to

be 4 kw which is still very high.

A common practice in electrical machinery design to reduce eddy-current loss is

by lamination, but it appears very difficult to laminate a shaft. We there-

fore propose to mount a laminated disk onto the shaft as shown in Figs 14

and 15, Note that the electromagnets in Figs. 14 and 15 have been oriented

ii such a way that the induced e.m.f. is always perpendicular to the lamina-

tions. The laminated disk and the shaft are separated by a ring made of non-

magnetic, nonconducting material such as ceramic. It is seen that the induced

., f is now only in the regions near the gaps. Suppose that there are q

¼iminations The induced e.m.f. and electrical resistance in each lamina-

tion are E iq and qR, respectively. The total eddy-current loss is clearly

in
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(E1 n/q)2 E2
n Ein

qR 2 R

Thus, the eddy-current loss being proportional to the inverse square of q,

can be very effectively reduced to a tolerable level by the addition of a

laminated disk. A 0,02 inch thickners lamination is quite common. It will

be seen later that the dihk thickness is designed to be four inches for the

unidirectional device and one inch for the active device.

Thus,

4
q - . 200 laminations for the unidirectional device

q .0 50 laminations for the active device

Eddy-current loss 45,600 watts 45.
2 2002

- 1.1 watts foi' the unidirectional device

Eddy-current loss - 4000 watts 4000

q 502

- 1.6 watts for the active device

4. Proposed Design

'Since it is always desirable to have the magnetic forde concentrating at a

* particular radial direction rather than over a wide area, a bettor magnet de-

sign is shoi.n in Fig. 16 in which the spacing between the pole pieces is re-

duced. Data of the improved designs for the magnet and the laminated disk are

tabulated in the following. The subsequent estimates on power losses and

weight penalty are based on this configuration.
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Unidirecrional
Device Active Device

laminated Disk Thickness 4 inches 1 inch

O.D. 6 inches 6 inches

I.D. 4 inches 4 inehe't

Magnet lace Width, d 0.92 inch 1.1 inch

Magnet Face Depth, w 4 inches 1.1 inch

Coil Cross-sectional Area 1.25 in2 0.62 in2

1w 1.25 inch 1 inch

2' 1 inch 0.62 inch
w

Number of Magnets Needed 1 4

5. Hysteresis Loss

The hysteresis loss is given by (Ref. 6)

P h f B 1.6 [watt/lb]

2
where f is the frequency in Hz, B is the maximum flux density in lines/in

m 13
and X h a a material constant (which for the units stated above is 4 x 10-

* .for supermalloy, Ref. 13, page 513).

In the device producing a unidirectional magnetic force, the flux density,

* : according to the preliminary design is 40,000 lines/in2 . The flux fluxuation
is due to shaft rotation, so that B - 40,000 lines/in2 and f - 2U0 cps. In

m 2
the active device. Bm is 20,000 lines/in and the frequency f is 100 cps. if we

assume a half-frequency whirl motion. Thus, the hysteresis losses are, using

superialloy as the magnetic material,

-13 1.6
r 4 x 10 x 100 x 20,000 0.0003 watts/lb
h

for the active device, and

P 4 x 10"13 x 200 x 40,000 1.6 0.0018 watts/lb

for the unidirectional device.
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'the elenments having magnetic flux fluct.iation are the laminated disk and magnet

cores in the ac.;ive device, the laminated disk in the unidirectional device AQ

shown in Section IV-9, the weight of these elements is 4.98 + 4 x 2.92 ý 16.7 lb,

for the ar-ve dev!'iie, and !9.9 lb. for thc unidirectional device. thus, the

hyi•teresis loss is

0.0003 x 16.7 - 0. watts for the active device and

0.0018 x 19.9 = 0.036 watts for the unidirectional device

6. Copper Loss

a. Unidirectional Device

Mean length of one turn - (w + ' + d + V')2 (4 + I + 0.92 + 1)2w
- 13.8 in.

Total length a 300 x 13.8 * 4130 inches a 344 feet

Area of #18 copper wire - 1600 c.m.

R 10.7 x 3.44
S[ R = 1600 , 2.3 ohm

1600

i '- current s I amp
2Power loss - i fR - 2.3 watts

For each bearing, the copper loss is 2 - 1.15 watts/bearing.

b. Actie Device

Mean length of one turn (w + V' + d + J')2 - (1.1 + 0.62 + 1.1
w w

+ 0.62)2 6.88 in

Total length - 150 x 6.88 - 1030 inches 86 feet

Area of #18 copper wire - 1600 c.m.

10.7 x 86 l

R 60 1 C.575 ohm1600

As indicated before, an external resistance is often necessary in order to make

the circuit resistive rather than inductive. The inductance is by Eq. (23),

ii -39-
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2
L 3, .19 x 10- 8

2 A
g

S3.19 1 08 150'-A 1.21 4.35 x 102 henry2 x 0.01

Assume that the whirl speed is half the shaft speed, .;hen

1' = 2 1225 = 628 rad/sec

01L = 628 x 4.35 x 10- 2  = 27.3 ohm

If we add an external resistance to make a total rcsistar.c" of R 14i0 ohm, then

f)LIR 0 O.195 which is one order of magnitude smaller than "o. t4i'n a peak currente

of I amp, the current in EM 0 is, from Eqs. (46) and (49). 1" &-1 s in Cit.

Thus, ... n
copper loss in EM ( - i R d i2R= sin t2 d 00t)

j e (G tr ma'
o R

ma 140-"- 140 35 watt

Since there are four electromagnets in the active dcv'.ct? tota. :opfpr loss

4 x 35 140 watts. And because there are two beariags, th,-, cý,ppo'r loss per

bearing is 140/2 = 70 watts/bearing.

"As indicated on Page 23, one can use a transistor cIrcL:.-.t of Idding external

resistance, to achieve the same purpose. From the c-tcui , "i , -Apges 39 and 40,

we have

L 4 4.35 x 102 henry

R - Resistance of coil winding

- 0.575 ohm

-- Ia sin Ot
max

Imax- 1 amp.
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Thus, we calculate

(L + Ri) , (L I 0 cos (it + RI sin tmax

= (4.35 x 10 2 x 628 cos Ot + 0.575 sin Ct)
max

( (27.3 cos Qt + 0.575 sin Qt)

27.3 volt

If we allow conservatively 5 volts for the transistor threshold voltage, then

from the forrmula on Page 23

E = (L A + Ri) + 6Edc dt max

" 27.3 + 5 " 32.3 volt minimum

The transi.-tor circuit loss in one of the electromagnets, say, EM Q , is then

SiE d(Ot) I E" ( sin Cd()

Eddc 2 x max
0 0

Sdc Ia 32.3 m 10.3 watt

There are two sub-systems and each has two transistor circuits. The loss for

the system is:

Transistor Circuit Loss e 10.3 x 4 - 41.2 watts

or 20.6 watts/4earing.

This transistor circuit loss is to replace the copper loss.

.41
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"Be-jr;.ng Film Loss

Tke 1:)9s in the bearing film is predominantly frictional loss due to shear.

Ph- qhear strcss is equul to the product of viscosity and veluciry gradient,

(fl2 ;tne effect of eccentricity has been neglected.

To obtain power loss, we should multiply the shear stress by an area (nDL),

a:Id a velo:tcy (D/2. Thus,

Bearing film loss a u 3 nDL) 2"-

-9 2
2.7 x 10 9 lb-sec/in

1255 red/sec

D L - 3.5 inchesr0.001 inch for unidirectional device

0.002 inch for active device

we :aiculate

56.5 wattb/bearinig for unidirectional device

heartng film loss

S28.3 watts/bearing for active device

t •8, Tcal Power Loss

The totqI piwer lOSs is the sum of eddy-current loss, hysteresis loss, copper
So-is and begring film loss. Thus,

fotal Power Loss - 1.1 + 0.036 + 2,3 + 2 x 56.5

M 116.4 watts for unidirectional device

Total Power Loss - 1.6 + 0,005 + 140 + 2 x 28,3

- 198.2 watts for active device with external resistance
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rotal Power Loss = 1.6 + 0.005 + 41.2 + 2 x 28.3

S99.4 watts for active device with transistor circuits.

The above power losses are to be compared with the loss in the tilting pad gaq

bearings currently in use; it was reported to be 180 watts for the two bearings

9. Weight Penalties

a. Unidirectional Device

The laminated disk has a thickness of 4 inches, and outside and inside

diameters of 6 in. and 4 in. respectively (See Section IV-4).

n 2 3
Volume of Laminated Disk = 4 x Z (62- 42) - 62.8 in

Weight of Laminated Disk - Density x Volume- 0.317 x 62.8

- 19.9 lb. (Supermalloy)

The Density of Supermalloy is 0.317 iW/in3

Volume of Magnet Core M (v x d) (A + d + ' + d)2
w w

- (4 x 0.92) (1.25 + 0.92 + 1 + 0.92)2
n2

W 30.3 in
Weight of Magnet Core = Density x Volume 0.317 x 30.3 = 9.6 lb.

(Supermalloy)
Volume of Coil Winding Z( x A') (d + V' + w + V')2

w w w w3
- (1.25 x 1) (0.92 + 1 + 4 + 0)2 - 17.3 in

From Section IV-1, the cross sectional areas of the copper and the insula-

tion in the winding are respectively 0.48 in 2 and 0.75 in 2 . Therefore,

the volumetric percentage of copper in the winding is 0.48/(0.48 + 0.75)
S39%, and the remaining 61% is insulation. The density of copper is

3 30.324 lb/in . Assume the density of insulation to be 1.065 lb/in (20%

uf copper density). Then, the density of the coil winding is (0.324 x
30.39 + 0.065 x 0.61) - 0.166 lb/in

Weight of Coil Winding = Density x Volume - 0.166 x 17.3 - 2.87 lb.
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Since only a-c power is available from the turboalternator and d-c power

is needed for the electromagnet, a rectifier is required whose weight is

estimated at 0.5 lb.

Total Weight Penalty - 19.9 + 9.6 + 2.87 + 0.5 32.9 lb.

b. Active Device

The laminated disk has a thickness of 1 inch, and outside and inside

diameters of 6 in. and 4 in. respectively (See Section IV-4).

l. ! • (2 42)
Volume of Laminated Disk - 1 x - (6 -

WitfDk 15.7 in 3

.Weight of Lainated Disk - Density x Volume - 0.317. x 15.7- 4.98 lb.

(Supermalloy)

Volu~me of One Magnet Core - (w x d) (I d+• + d)2
W W

- (1..1 x 1.1) (1 + 1.1 +0.62 + 1.1)2

-9.2 in 3

•Weight of One Magnet Core Density x Volume w 0.317 x 9.2

-2.92 lb. (Supermalloy)

Volume of One Coil Winding - (I x V) (d x I' + w+ 1')2
.w w W

= (1 x 0.62) (1.1 + 0.62 + 1.1 + 0.62)2

. .4.26 in 3

3The density of coil winding is as shown in Section IV-9-a, 0.166 lb/in

Weight of One Coil Winding - Density x Volume - 0.166 x 4.26 0.708 lb.

Total Weight of Disk, and Four Sets of Magnet and Coil Winding

- 4.98 + 4 (2.92 + 0.708) - 19.5 lb.
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Allow three pounds for the amplifier-transformer unit and 0.5 lb. for the

probe, ditterentiator and signal splitter (See Fig. 8); and there are two

subsystems in the active device.

Total Weight Penalty = 19.5 + 2 (3 + 0.5) 26.5 lbs.

iJ
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I

SUMMARY

The major results of this feasibility artiy Are summarized as followb:

1. Two devices appear to be feasible to improve the stability

of rotor-bearing systems.

A. Unidirectional Device--producing a unidirectional

magnetic force to load the bearing.

B. Active Device--producing a controlled electromagnetic

force always opposing the motion of the shaft.

2. Plain journal bearings operating in a zero-g environment dan be

made stable by using either the unidirectional device or the

active device; the stability margin achieved by the unidirectional

device is at best equal to that of a gravity-loaded bearing if

A is large or moderately large (A a 0.3 roughly).

3. The active device is very effective in suppressing whirl

instabilities. A nominal magnetic damping produced by the

active device can increase the critical mass several-fold.

Preliminary calculation shows that for A - 1.0, the critical mass

is increased 100 times with a V V - 0.1 which can be easily
mxx Myy

achieved. The effect becomes even more profound for smaller A,

but less for larger A.

4. The magnetic damping produced by the active device is not linear

with the rotor displacement. A quasi-linear approach is used in

the critical mass calculation.

5. There are two possible ways to make the magnetic damping linear.

One is to use square root function generators, and the other is to

apply a d-c current bias. Both methods have their shortcomings as

stated in the text. We do not recommend to use either of the two

until it is proven that the linear magnetic damping is superior to

the non-linear one..
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6 A 9 kw turboalternator supported by two tilting pad gas bearings

was used as a reference to assess the power loss and weight penal-

ties associated with the use of either devicp, They are listcd ii,

the following.

Plain Journal Bearinis with Unidirectional Device

Power Loss - 116.4 watts

Weight Penalty - 32.9 lba.

Plain Journal Bearings with Active Device

Power Loss - 99.4 watts

Weight Penalty - 26.5 Ibs.

Comparing with the rotor weight of 56 lbs., the weight penalty of

using either device is appreciable. The above power losses compare

favorably with the existing bearing system as the frictional loss

in the two gai bearings of tilting-pad design was reported to be 180

watts.
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It is recommended to design and fabricate a rotor-bearing vinit employing

plain journal gas bearings and the active electromagnetic device. The

rotor-bearing system should be designed to be in a dynamically unstable

condition without the aid of the active device. By switching the active

device on and off, one would be able to demonstrate its effectiveness in

suppressing the whirl instability of the rotor.
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Fig. 16 Configuration of Electromagnet in Association

with a Laminated Disk
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APPEID.'X I: Definition of Quantities Associated with the Bearing Mechanical

Impedance

The following definitions were given in [51. They are listed below for easy

reterence

2 eoe

-ixo ". o2 3 32 X0[l.O2I .

* ~2 2 3/ 2 3)+2 -(2 3/2"1}E E4 3 2 3/ .(.3

Sxo 

( exo

L/D

F + iG= j() • (u+ iv)dC
-L/D

GF(.+± F(A(+A . L/D)
G() GF(A(t)* L/D))

A -A(l 2f)

u and v are functions of A, L/D and C; they are given in F7] and Eq. (68) of [5] U

zx 2 .. E3 F+ +,.w )

xy - L'xo 4G + El(Ki. + If )j.]
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z + i

YY 2 CxoE4F + E 2E(K + ifcanc,)-
LJ

where

i+ F(+)

f (+)

!-|

In Appendix IV, where harmonics of the whirl frequency are considered, the
Sf ollowing nomenclature is used:

Zxxn 
tXcn +ivX.

n being the harmonic number, n - I, 2, 3, In particular, for g . 0

and n=,

dxx 1 Uyyl v I U K

yyl ,jIII"

y1 'U1 I

V yx

XY YXI
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APPENDIX II. Differentiator and Signal Splitcer

in an active device, differentiators and signal splitters are required as in-

dicated in the text. Their operating principles and circuit diagrams will be

illustrated here.

A standard differentiator circuit shown below can be assembled to perform the

differentiation operation upon the input voltage which in this particular ap-

plication is the output of the displacement probe. In the sketch, A is an

-F--A
C

Eii . input .. output.

Differentiator Circuit

operational amplifier, C a capacitor and R. a resistor. The resistor and the

operational amplifier form a feedback network to regulate the gain. The capac-

itor and this feedback network would then perform the differentiation operation.

A more detailed explanation on the differentiator circuit can be found in [8].
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A signal splitter consists ui two diodes D and D2 as shown in the sketch.

1 2 +

-.j,0 out

Ein

0 out t
D 2

Signal Splitter

The two diodes are connected so that a positive-going signal will be routed to
E+ " and a negative-going signal will be routed to E The two output term-S...•" . .out 

o t

inals are to be connected to the two coil windings of, say, EM and EM
of Fig. 8.
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APPENDIX III: Computer Program - PN 424 - Influences of Magnetic Forces (Uni--

directional or by an Active Device) on StabilLt of Plain Journal

Bearings

INPUT

Card I (8OH) Title card

Card 2 (8EI0.3) This card contains the following five values:

Ig rmagnetic air gap [in]

C radial bearing clearance '*i-i

viscosity "lb-sec/in2]
Pa ambient pressure rib/in 2 ]

D = diameter of shaft [in]

Card 3 (8E10.3) This card contains the following three dimension-

less quantities:

f initial value of frequency ratio f

fb a final value of frequency ratio f

Lf - increment used in scanning frequency
ratios from f to f

a b

Card 4 (8E10.3) This card contains the following three dimension-

less quantities:

A = compressibility number

exo a dimensionless bearing steady-state
displacement

L/D - bearing length diameter ratio

Card 5 (415) This card contains the following four control

integers: MORE, MD, MP, MACT

MORE - 1, another case to follow

0, this is the last case

MD 1 1, print El, E2, E3, E4

0, print basic quantities only in
the output

-71-
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I

MP = 0, take positive sign for complex
square root

-1, Lake negative sign for complex

souare root

MACT 0,, foL unidirectional device

1, fdr active device

Card 5*, (8E10.3) If MACT = 1, two cards containing the following

information are needed:

U M ,X U m I U m y , U YUmxx , mxy Umy:: , myy

V ,XPV ,x IV ,Y 9VVmxx, Vxy, myx, myy

Card 5** (8EI0.3) If MACT - 0, one card containing the following

four values is needed instead:

A - area of magnetic air gap [in2)

Ak - area of conductor [cir. mil]
A: zk - length of cOndUCtOr [in]

i - current [amp]

Card 6. (Il,El4.7) Change cards containing one integer code and one

real number. The real number replace@ the current

value of an input quantity designated by the fol-

lowing code:

Code 1. Ag

Code 2. C

Code 3. A

Code 4. cx0

Card 7 Blank card

Cards 6 and 7 may be repeated as many times as desired.

Card 8 An additional blank card to terminate

-72-
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The entire above sequcice may be repeated as many times as desired with MORE = 1.

OUTPUT
Each output papp ts for a particular value of C, Lit frequency ratio. it will

begin with f aand increase with increment Afuntil either a critical frequency

ratio is found or the final value f = f in reached. The following is an illus-
Ib

tration of a typical output page:

Line I. Frequency ratio

Line 2. FP - F(+)

FM - F(-) See Appendix I

CAP-F FJ

Line 3. GP = G(+)1 4

GM G(C-) See Appendix IG C

Li.ne 4 K(PARL) - K//= Bearing stiffness in line with line of centers of
bearing and journal

F*OMEGA*C(PARL) = fw C//1  Parallel damping in line with line of
centers of bearing and journal

K(PERP) - K, Bearing stiffness normal to line of centers of
bearing and journal

F*OMEGA*C(PERP) = fa) C/ = Bearing damping normal to line of cen- .
ters of bearing and journal

Line 5. W-SUB-XO WO [dimensionless]

W-SUB-YO = WY [dimensionless]

ALPHA = 0= attitude angle

F-BAR F- Y ((W .)2 + (W) 21l/2, [dimensionless]F-AR" m DL[(Wxo + (Wo)

Line 6. F-SUB-M F Fm [lb]
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K-SUB-M --= -2• ( dimens ionless]
m -19 m

KjS-&Jj = k com fdimnsn ionias:

K-SUB-MY - k M m gin o [Idimensiortlem]my m

Lines 7 & 8. Systems dynamic stiffnese and damping including those contributed

by bearing film forces and magnetic forces.

Line 9. A = A1

B B

ZR = Zr

71 Z

Line 10. W(F) * left hand side of (11)

Line II. This additional line will show only onwtho last output

page, if a critical frequency ratio is found.

M - m = dimensionless critical mass
c

"CAP-M •M - critical mass [lb]

T.S. = threshold speed (dimensionless]

A Fortran listing of program PN 424 is provided in the next few pages. Typical

listings of input and output are also given.
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/I FOR T(IM5
*IOCS(CARDP144.3 PRINTER)
*NUNPROCESS PROGRAM
*ONE WORD INTEGERS
*LIST ALL ,
*PUNCH

:7 C INFLIIENCE OF MAGNETIC FORCES•FC UNIDIRECTIONAL OR By AN ACTIVE DEVICE) . . .

rr . ON STAAILITY• UF PLt^,4 JOURNAL MEAR!NG
SC t.BRYNOLFSON FOR T.CHIANG 2/23/68

C INPUT. .FR TOMS

C 1. (80H) TITLE CARD
C 2. (BE10.31 SMALL LtCoMUP-SUB-A.,D
C 3, ISE10.3) F-SUB-AF-SUB-BDELTA-F

SC 4, (BE10,3) LAMBDAvEPSILON-SUB-XOCAP-L/D
C 5. (415) MOREMOMPMACT

i C MORE-! ANOTHER CAS.E. T.•.FI.L . .....

, C MORE-O THIS IS LAST CASF
C MODi PRINT E1tE2,E3tE4
C MDwO ONLY BASIC PRINT
C MP=O + SIGN FOR COMPLEX SQUARE ROOT
c MP.-1 - SIGN FOR COMPLEX SQUARE ROOTS...C MACTmO UNIDIRECTIONAL MAGNETIC FORCE
C MACT-l MAGNETIC FORCE FROM ACTIVE DoEViCE. .

1 C S+ (SEI.3) IF MACT-l1 TWO(Z) CARDS AS FOLLOWS
C AUXX9 AUXY, AUYX, AUYY
C AVXXt AVXY, AVYX, AVYY

I] C 5.. (BElO.)) IF MACT-O ONE CARD AS FOLLOWS
C AGAK,LKI
C 6o (IltEl4o7 CHANGE CARDS
C 79 BLANK CARD
C ITEMS 6. AND 7e MAY BE REPEATED AS MANY TIMES AS DESIRED
C so AN ADDITIONAL BLANK CARD TO TERMINATE

"C THE ENTIRE ABOVE SEQUENCE MAY BE REPEATED AS MANY TIMES AS ,D.ES_.R.EDi~i C WITH MOREul "

C
C
C CHANGE CARDS CONTAIN ONE INTEGER CODE AND ONE REAL NUMBER.
•C THE REAL NUMMER REPLACES THE CURRENT VALUE OF AN INPUT QUANTITYLC DESIGNATED BY THE INTEGER CnDE,

C THE CODES AND THEIR CORRESPIONDING QUANTITIES ARE
LIC 1 SMALL L I"; C 2 C

C 3 LAMBDA
C 4 EPSILON-SUR-XO
C I
C

DIMENSION W(30)tFF(30)
C

DATA NRNW/2,3/
DATA RD2DG, PI/57.29578,3.1415926535/
CALL TEST

CALL DUMPP
I READ (NR,2000)

JV
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RIAr) NR,ý20 10 E L9CZIMUpPSUSADo
R F A r)NR 20l10) FA,FB,IJELF
READ (NR,920O10 ) ZLAMttP5,ELOVD --

READ) (NR920?O) MOREM13,MP,MACT
IF (MACTI 9.9,5

5 IQFAfl 1 NR .2nl l AIIW .hAiiv: lv &I v

READ INR,2010) AVXX,AVXYVAVYXAVYY
GO Tfl10

C
9 READ INR#2010) AGqAI(,ELK,0I

10 WRITE(NW, 30001
WRITE(NWt20001
WIT E(NW, 300 1)

WKITE(NW,3010) ELCZMutPSURAO
WRITE (NW,.3002)
WR IT F(NW, 3010) FA , 01bOLF
WRITE (NW, 3003)
WRJTE(NW,3010) ZLAM,EPSELOVD
W RI TE IN W, 30041H WRITE(NWo,3020) MORE vMDMPM4ACT
IF (MACT) 15915914

14 WRITE(NW,3022)
WRITE(NW,3010) AUXXtAUXYAUYX*AUYY
WRITE(NW93023)
WRITE (NW930 101 AVXX#AVXYgAVYXtAVYY.
GO TO 16

.15 WRITE(NW,30251
WRITEINW930101 AGtAKELKs0I

C
16 CAPLumD*FLOVD

omEGAU-2.o*c/O
OMEGAUZLAM*PSUSAOOMEGA*OMEGA/(6.O*ZMUI
WK IT E (NW, 30 17)3
WPITE(NWP30103 OMEGA
CALL EPFUN(EPS*El*E29EaqE41
IF ("DI 22922,21

21 WRITEINW9,3005)
WRITE(NW,3010) EPSE1, E2,E3,E4

22 EN=0.0___________

IF (MD-) 32,932931

30WRITE(NW,31015,F

31WRITE(NW,3016 I

WRITFINW,301o) ZKPLLFCPLL,ZKPRPtFCPRP
32 WXOu..O.5*EPS*E1*CAPF

WYOuOSS*EPS*E2*CAPG_____

ALFAATAN-WY/WXO ------ALFD~ALFARD2I
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WRITF(NW93006)
WRITE (NW93010) WXOtWYOPALFDGPFMBAR

C _ _

FMuFM6ARoPI *D*PSUBA*CAPL
ZKMz-2. O*CI*PMBAR/EL
CSALFaCOS( ALFA)
SNALFzSINI ALFA)

LKMYaZKM*SNALF *... . . . .________

CSA2=CShLF*CSALF .

CS5NwC$ALF*S'4ALIF
SNA2*SNALF*SNALF
WRITE(NW,3007)
WRITEINW,3010) FMZI(MZKMXZKMY

C ____ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

UXXO0.5*(EPS*3 'CAPFV;EtTOZkPL
UYX.-0.5*(EPS*E4*CAPG+E2*ZKPRP)
UXYsO.5*IE 1*ZKPRP-EPS*E4*CAPG)
UYYz .0*E PS* E4* CAP F+ EZ*ZK Pit
IF (MACTI 33933,34

c -I1E4.I48 - NEW'COfE-FF-ICIENTS FOR UNIDIRECTIONAL CASE
33 B=SQRT(72.OE6*FM/AG)

ONuO.62*fl*EL/Q I
RE&09867*GN*ELK/AK
ELzRflEoN*B*AG.*1 OE-8/QI
ROVL=RE/ELZRO ____ ______________

'ARIT E NW, 30 261F

WR(ITE(NW,3010)1 SONREvELZROj
FOMEGwF*OMEGA
T=FOMEGOFOMEG+R(JVL*ROVL
Fla ROVI *mtOVL/T
F2.*FOME- OV-L/T

f WRITE (Nov ,-4027
WRITE(NU,010) FlF2
ToZKM*F1
flUX EuT* CSA 2
BUXYaT *C SSN
BUYXEBUXY -

SUVjiY.M .T* SýNA 2.
WRJTE(NWt3032)
WRITE(NW,30101 BUXXBUXYBUYXtSUYY
To-ZKM*F2
BVXE=TSCSA2

BVYYaT*SNA2
WRITE INW,3033)
WRITEINW,3010) BVXX95VXY#RVYXtBVYY
uXx uUXx+BUxx
UXYBUXY+SLJXY .. -

UYX=UYX+BUYX
UYYBUYY+BUYY
WRITE INW,3019)

UXYwUXY+AUXY
UYXsUYX.AUYk
UYYwUYY+AUYY

* ~WRITE(NW,3*21)
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1035 WftITE(NW#3008)
WRITE (NW#38101 UXX,UXV,UYX,UYY

VXX=0.5*E1*FCPLL
VYX=-0.5*E2*FCPRP
VXYmO.5*E1*FCPRP
VYY-.S.*E2*FCPLL
IF (MACT) 10379103791036

1034 VXg~uVXX.AVXX
VXYoVXY+AVXY
V YX V YX*A Vl
VYY uVYY4AV V'
GO TO 1033

1037 VXX=VXX+BVXX

vyxXVYXB~YX
VyyN3VYy+BVYy

1033 WRITE(P4W#3009)1
WRITE(NW#3010) VXX,VXY,VYX,VYY

C
VY*240(x~ixvyvx

Sm4.0*IUXY*VYXUYX*VXYP42.0S(UXX-UYYI*IVXX-VYY)
CALL CSQRT(A#BvZR*Zl)
IF(MP+1)34t3St36

1 35 Zftu-ZR

WftI TE INW, 0 10I WRITE(NW,3010) A,89ZRZI
W(JEVXX+VYy+zI
WRITEINW,3102) WIJI

45 IF (W(JI*WfJ-11) 50,100,999

50 T.(WfJ)-WIJ-IH1/1FF1J)-FF(,J-1)3

GO TO 30
CI, I99 ENwEt141.0

-C& TQ 25

C 100 SMLMOUXX*VYY.UYY*VXX-UXY*VYX-UYX*VXY
C SMLMuS#4LM/RF*F*IVXX+VYY))

100 SML~M 0.5*(UXX*UYY+ZRI/(F*Fl
TmC*OP4EGA*OMEGA*0.002S9067
EMsPI*CAPL*O*PSUBA*SMLM/T

-TSw SORT (EMW-TFM)
WRITE (NW, 3011)
WRITE(NW93016) SMLMtEMors
CALL IEST

C
10! CALL MORINfELvC9ZLAM9EPS,I)

110 IF (MORE) 111,111,1
Ill CALL EXIT
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C.

J-J-1
DO 155 ..z1,J
WRlTE(N~O300) FF(l ),W(I)

155 CONTINUE

VC FORMATS
2600 FORMATfiOM)

2010 FORMAT(SElOo3)
2020 FORMAT(415)

3000 FORMAT(/1H1#26X'1INFLUENCE OF MAGNETIC FORCES19/21X.'fUNIDJRECTION
*AL OR BY AN ACTIVE DEVICE)1,/22X,'ON STABILITY OF PLAIN JOURNAL BE
*ARINGI/)

3010 FORkMAT(lXip8(3XE12@52))
3026 FORMAT(2X,4(2X15,2X15,lX))

3001 FORMAT(1H0.1OX1HL,14XIHC,13X,2HMUlI1X,7HP-SUB-A,11X,1HD)
3062 FORM4AT( 1HO,7X,7HF-SUB-ABX.7HF-SUB-BIX,?HDELTA-F)
3003 FORMAT(1HOSX,6HLAMBDA,BX,7HEPSILONtaX,7HCAP-L/D)
3004 FORMATE 1HOSX,4HMOREt3XSHNODIAG,4XZHMP,4X.414MACT)
3065 FORMAT(1HO,7X,

3006 FORMATI 1HO,6X,3HW-SUB-XO,7X,8HW-SI B-Y0v9X95I4ALPHAtl0X,5HF-BAR)
3007 FORMATf1HO,7X, V

* ~7HF-SUB-M,UX,7HK-SUB-M,,'XSHK-SUB-MXTXIHK-SUB-MY)
308FORMATE1HO,SX,411U-XX,11X,4HU-XY9,1'X,4HU-YX,11X,4HU-YYI

3009 FORMATEIHO,SX,4HV-XX,11X,4HV-XYIiX,4g4V-YXIIX,4HV!-YY)
3011 FORMAT(_1094 Z~5CPM16X24HT.S. I
3012 FORMAT(6HS**i* ,'WIF)-0 HAS NO ROOT ON THECLSDFITRA(0

*E12.5,1H,,EI2.5,IHJ))- COE 1 FITRA '
3013 FORmAT(1H0,9X,1HF,12Xt4HU(F))I1
3014 FORMATtIHOBX,2HFP, 13X,2HFM,12X,5HCAP-F)
3015 FORMAT11HO,lXt2HGP, 13Xt2HGM,14X,1HGR

*I5HF*OMEGA*C (PERkPl
3017 FORMATI IHOSXo5HONEGA)
3011 FORMAT(1HO,SX,IHA,14X.1HB,14X,2HZR,13Xi,2HZI)
3019 FORMAT(1HO,'FORCE COEFFICIENTS WITH UNIDIRECTIONAL MAGNETIC FORCE'

3021 *F0RMATB(IH9I 'FORCE COEFFICIENTS WITH MAGNETIC FORCES GENERATED BY A I
*N ACTIVE 6EVICE')

3022 FORMAT( 1HOtCX,5HAU-XXIOX,5HAU-XY,16XSHALJ-YX,1OX,5HAU-YY)
3023 FORMAT(1HO,SX,511AV-XX,1OX.5HAV-XY,1OXSMAV-YX,10X,5HAV-YYI
3025 FORMATE IHOSX,2HAG,13X,2HAK,13X,2HLK,14X,1HI)
3026 FORMAT(IHO,9X,lHB,14X,1HN,13Xt2HRE,13X,2HLO)

307FlOMATI~mHanXv2uHt!13X2IJ:2)

3032 F0RM4ATIIH0,$X,5HBU-XX,1OX,5HBU-Xy,10X,5HBU-YX,10X,5HBU-YYI

310 FOMT/n.IX, 3FsE12,5/)__ _____

310 HOMTIO1X6WF *I*/
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1/FOR 04ORIN
*NONPROCFSS PROGRAM
*ONlE WQ1RD-JNTf-GfIS ________1__________5._______

*LIST ALL

*PNHSUBROUTINE MORINIELtCZLAMvEPSI3

C

C CHECK FIRST CARD FOR BLANK OR BAD INTEGER CODE
READ (NR,201S1 K,VAL
IF (K) 6069

1 IF 15-K) 60#6095

L ' HECK SUBSEQUENT CARO(Sl.
2 READ (NR,2015) KoVAL

IF IK) 50t50,3
3 !F 15-K) 50950,5

C
C IF O.K. CODE GO TO MODIFY CORRESPONDING INIPUT.

5GO-TO (0,9 30.40),___________ _________
10 EL mVAL

GO TO 2
20OC uVAL

GOTO 2
30 ZLAMwVAL

-- O TO Z2
j 40 EPS *VAL

GO TO 2

C END OF CHANGE CARDS, RETURN W/ FLAG SET''TO RUN AGAIN*
50 1-0

RETURN 
_____ ___________________

C IRTCARD 4LANK, ENDOFCAE

60 Is



IIFOR EPFUN
*NONPROCESS PROGRAM

F *ONE WORD INTEGERS
*LIST ALL
NIPu NC H

SUBROUTINE EPFUNfEEIE29E39E4)
IF(E) ItlZ

E3=0*O
E4=9.O
GO TO 3

2 EEuE*E
EEE-EE*E

ES-SORT (EM)
L-S3-E S*EM
E2-2.O/EE*11.O-ES)
EI-E2/ES
E4=(l1 O-ES3)*2eO
ES-2.O/EEE/E-S3I E3vtE5l*(3.O*EE-Ed4)
Ei~wnS4,lEE*lEE-3.0)+E4l

3 RETURN

END

A_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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IIFOR I(CEPG
*N(JNPRUCFSS PROGRAM
*ONE wo~fl INTFGERS __

*LIST ALL
* PU NCH

SUSROUTINE KCEFG(FRtPLAMALODFPFMFOGPG94,GOAKI,AC1,AK2,AC2)

PaPL AM
3 P~wI.0.4*1P.,______________

PSxSORT IP2)
PFm P/P2
AL leO 5* CP S+1.G
BE=0*5* (PS-I .01
BE- SORT (BE$
ALuSQRT 1AL41_______________

IF(P) l1912
1BEz-BE

2 ABP=AL-BESP

MFALOO-100.OI 7,8.of
____ 7PS=ALOO*P 'ARGlw2.O*AL*ALOD

r ARG2w2.O*BE*ALOD
EmEXP 4ARGI)
S1430.S*fE-1.O/E)
CHuO.5S(E+l.O/E)
S F aS IN f ARG2.)_____
CFuC0S (ARGZ)
DENaPS*(CH+CF)

I XFoPF**

IF(ALOD-1OO.O) 9910910
__ 9 F.1PF*(A8P*SF-A1P8*SN)!DEP4±YF

XGx PPý*(ABP_*SM+APB*SF)/DEN4.KG
10 IF(K) 4#5,&
4 FO=Xtý

GO--XG
.KuO ___

5 FPvXF
GPw-XG

Kul

___ GO TO. 3------ -___

GMw-XG
AK~InO*S*IFM4FP)
ACIz-O.5*(GM-GP)
£K2 w0. 5*(GM+GPJ

.-..AC2sO.5*(FM-tFP)

END
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INrLUrfifE Of "AGNETIC FOOCES
(tINB'1PECTON1L 'nQ RT AN AC T IVE DEVICESI

no!" SAn IL ITT Or 0ILA TN JOUQONAL BEADIN

-,AIOPLF Prj"fllhi'TT6Y" PON* JUNF 196.

L - - -- -MU - P-SU0- A __ D

.I cOl-P00 -y 1 20 00 - 02 .77000-08
r -S 1i-A F- so F- R0E A-

3 n .. -I'ee)Cc-not .2 W 0 -0 1

L* A "Qn APDLNC -L /D

tPO noE MP IL'G ~p MAC T

L( yl- 1 ~ .10 o-- a 00 0- 01__ __ __ __

20 RI n
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w-s38Kf w-URY0AL PHA F-B AR
*1_ 5433-0t S 01- 01 .71615+02 4510

F~~ ~ -UX-st9 9- S ~- -KK I

vOwrr Co ErF7 C1FN Te WITH F'A(v4ETTC FORCES AW3tRATED BY ANl tCTIVE DEVICE
U xU -x U- YX Ui-T v

E.57 01 10L 6 4 -v00 -.1 1823400 *.5217S-01 ___

*io(7 n9 +nr -. 48732-01 .#A4*934 -01 .101to$#00

A eq FT
-. 4 16 ?b -0 1___ .42385-01 -*.540S2-01 2 6S-

__________ W(F) -. 16682-01 ___________
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F .38 or n- o

0- Slop- xl w-sun -YO AL OHA F -8 Al
S.1 54 3,4-01 46'38 1 - 0 .718 15#402 .4945 1-01

F _c lip -6. m W- slt3- K 5IMX K -r UB -M Y

FOFCIFTCF~, T HA3ramir rI2Qrts el-NE PAtEO o Y AN ACTIVE CDEV ICE-

.. 13fin-r8 ~ i~ co -I Is79#0O .52453-01
V___ _ v-x V-yW yx - -v _y

.1 11is n -. SI nz'4-01 .47019-01 .II4q)* 00

-. 394q3 -ni 4 i -986 72-0 1 -. 22188-00

_____________ -. SI465-02

W SU A- t il WSRYOa C~ r-13AP

F -et(is _! K_ 51J9-W " Ksn- "-9x K -Iq le-_"
.2 7cq176+rl -.19780-01 -*61733-02 -.18792-01

FOPCF Cf!EF;ri'TNT'q WITH P4AGNFTIC FOOCES GENEPATED EV AN ACTIVE DEVICE

U_ xx u-IT uyx ti-v 7
.6 53 601-r0 1  .10366+00 -.115S30+00 S53179-01

. 1f V-XY V-,i .las~o _____

a 5 24 *no -.13233-01 .1.9085-0 1 ___S_9+00

-.3 72 64 -1) 1 &5056-01 -. 10291.000 -.21878-00-I

WF 9.046-0
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______-F *39 07 I-DO. _

W-g~I w-SURt-YO AL ON A F -BAP
.__ 54 3 4698 1 -01 .11815+02 049451-01

jqMK-SUJP-0 K-WOflx--M * M- .B-i

__IN;1__z_ -. 15792-01

F~lPrE COErF!CTrFiY' WITH FUUMEIC FO)RCES GEtitRATED BY A-N ACTIVE ULIiCE

U- ______ UXx v U- LfrX U-Iv
.6 f, 4 0 1 1 a no -.1 16 an 00 .53169-01

_____ vXx V-KY I-f V- T WVv
S13 i36~l -.5721 3-031 .'eS14'-01 .1640

A Ro r r
138 2- 444a84.-01 -. 10Go99*00 -22 023POO

________ WI F) -~~.$.; 13 7-0 __ ___ ___________
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APPENDIX !V: STABILIZATION WITH QUADRATIC DAMPING

SPECIAL SYMBOLS FOR APPENDIX IV

Noro• The unit is dimensionlcss unless otherwise indicLed in brackets.

C radial bearing clearance [in.1

D bearing diameter [in.1

dimensionless work per cycle dissipated by virtual damping

f a frequency ratio

L bearing length [in.1

M rotor mass [lb-aec2 /in.1

td lMa) 2 /(p rLD), dimensionless rotor massa
n harmonic number of the shaft center orbit

Pe ambient pressure [pSaia

t time Esec.,

Xxnk peak amplitude of the in-phase component of W t in response to the nth

xyn harmonic of the component of the shaft center orbit

Un peak amplitude of the in-phase component of W in response to the nth

U harmonic of the component of the shaft center orbit

n xxn yyn

x•n yyn fyn

~n U xyn -U n -xo
- V _ V -

-a xyn yxn

xyx

"'U yn coifFourier coefficient of of (WLix sin nfT (xt m

/y I

iyn Fourier coefficient Of Csin nif¶ of (Wyt) I
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: Vxxn \ peak amplitude of the quadrature component of Wxt in response to

V the nth hirmonir of the x x component of the shaft center orbit

I V Vyxn peak amplitudr if the quadrature component of W y in response to

( Vyyn the nth harmonic of the component of the shaft center orbit

W • xt ,Wyt dimensionless time dependent bearing forces respectively in x and
xt, yt

y directions

(W ) ,(Wt) dimensionless time dependent bearing forces of the electromagnetsxtm ytm

respectively in x and y directions

dimensionless virtual damping coefficient

OBm dimensionless coefficient of the damping force of the electro-

magnets

St eytlfor e 0

Xostatic portion of ex

Cxtn peak amplitude of the nth harmonic of the x component of the

dimensionless shaft center orbit

s peak amplitude of the nth harmonic of the y component of the

dimensionless shaft center orbit

€Y C dimensionless shaft center displacements respectively in x and
j y

y directions

A compressibility number of gas bearing

T uot, dimensionless time

a shaft rotational speed [radian/sec.]

(D n Dlxn ý M yn + 1/2 for e - 0

%xn phase angle of the nth harmonic of the x component of the shaft

center orbit [radians]
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T ynphase angle of the nth harmonic of the y component of the shaft

center orbit [radians]

fundauaeuLal urbit frequency of shaft center [radiansisec.]

8i
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The stability analysis cited in Section II and Appendix I is applicabl'e only to

linear systems, and therefore it is not capable of coping with the concept pro-

posed in Section III B, in which electro-magnets would be used to imp se quadratic
damping forces on the shaft. In this Appendix, a more general criterion to

termine the stability of the shaft-bearing system will be derived. The more.-

general criterion is based on the concept of "virtual damping for a stationary

state".

Consider the dynamic equilibrium amongst the virtual damping force, the .D'alembert

force of the shaft, and the bearing force and the force of the electro-magnet in

the dimensionless form:

2de did
x x

"• 2  W+ y + (Wy) 0 (IV.ib)

B is the "'virtual damping coefficient" (written non-dimensionally). It is assumed,

that with the introduction of the virtual damping, the system would sustain a state

of periodic motion such that

(T 2rr/f) ex (T =O)ii 
(IV.2)

T e (e- 2T/f) =)y (r 0)

The energy dissipated by the virtual damping per cycle of the periodic motion is

obtained by multiplying de /d¶ and de /dMT into Eqs. (IV.la) and (IV.lb) then in-
x y

tegrating over one period:

02 '



[.F

2t/ F d 2•._ -d(-LY) 2 •

0

r l d2 e d d dT0

d d e
di/ di

+ W [ (W _x,) + (W dl
0

c de d dd 2  de de de 2

! - d¶2€ d d (-) and d,-d (-i) and since the
2ic d 2 dd 2I d¶

d'r2  d 2 d

da: de
periodic conditioni applies to - and - as well

I2T/f d2a de d2 e de

d2 ' d  + 2

o dd2

Clearly, this simply indicates that the D'alembert forces would alternately

store and release energy during different parts of the period, but would have

V! no net contribution to the energy of the system when the entire period is con-

"sidered. Thus

S2Tr/f 2
[( c dde d r

+ d JdT

0
S 2r./f

W xt+ O/xt)• x* (Wyt÷ (Wyt I dr"

(n/e .d.. (Iv.3)

2TY/f de 2 de 2

(-A + d¶rI 00 I
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If A is zero, the prescribed motion (ex, s y) defines a itationazy state of

periodic motion. If 0 is positive, implying the need of additional damping to

sustain the prescribed motion, the system is unstable; and if • is negative,

conversely, the system is stable.

In general, one must permit the periodic motion to contain harmonic components,

e.g:

x =C + E extn cos (nf- ) T IV.4

4ytn coo (nf- (yn
.y 1

Coupling between the two degrees of freedom, x and y, is usually imposed through

the bearing forces, %t and Wyt both of which generally depend on both t x and a y

Assuming that *xtn and eytn are small enough so that the orbit amplitude is

small in comparison with the bearing film thickness, then, consistent with

Equation (IV.4), the dynamic bearing forces can be expressed am:

Wx

xnTn xxn (raf¶- %t xtn
CU cos (nfr - yP) - V sin.fr- ) "xt

x+[Uxyn co f yn - .in.(nfr- 'ytn

(Iv. 5)

.-I cos (nfT - ,- V sin (nf -rt

+ [Uyy. coo (nfr - cp - V .sin (nfT- CPY eytný
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Uxxn, Vxxn, Uxyn, VxynP Uyxn, Vyxn, Uyyn, and Vyyn are solutions of the

dynamically perturbed gas lubrication equation and are generally dependent on

the bearina senme~ry-. A.-

The relative magniLudes of e and e as well as the relative phase angles
xtn ytn

Cxn and Wyn must satisfy Equations (IV.la) and (IV.lb) and make $ most positive

(so that the system may select its own orbit to become unstable). The forces

of the electromagnets described in Section IIIR according to Equations (52,

and (53) can-be-expressed as:

de de
xt m m d d

(!V.6)
" dg IdJ

Om is a coefficient determined by the circuit design.

I .I
It is not possible to evaluate Equations (IV.6) when ,:he coefficients in I '
Equation (IV.4) are not yet determined. Therefore, one must begin with the

approximation:

I VI ~ ~Cx o + 9Cxt os• (fT) •

ga (Iv.7)

=cos (fW - myl)
Cy ~ytl :

and seek the harmonic terms in an iterative manner.

-3
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For an example, consider

e - o (Iv.8)xo

consequently, due to symmetry,

U U =U
xxn yyn n

= V =V/
Vxxn yyn 11/n

(IV. 9).

U -LT

Uxyn yxn Ui'n

xyn yxn In

which are dynamic perturbation solutions corresponding to the frequency of the

unloaded plain journal bearing cited in Appendix I and IRef. 5]. Thus,

Wxt C[U, Cos P - v sin Si 3.
-C, ( cos (fr - C Da sin (fT - Cy1]yt7

(IV. 10)

.7 2 [t~~.U,1 cos fT -V.l fret

C U [131 cos (fr - ) - sin (fT - ty,)] 3ytl

K Differentiating Equations (IV.7) with respect to r:

de
x sin fr

d-" xtl

(Iv. 11)
de

- f C sin (fr
dT - ytl
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Consequently,

2n./f de de
X *,2 + ~ 2-1 ~ ~ ~ .2 -2

2n/f d

Sxtmdor yt d ¶J

(c 2-i + -c 2d
0 _.1 si nIy tljt

// 23I yt (IV. 14.)

andv on fids

L(x) drt +t jWmd-
3 3

Om 2af d- + d
-8 x t. yl(v15

U7_1 d-r ytl

Is
a 2-953Omf( c I.4

T t V



To make most positive, one finds

C C- t Ce (IV.16)
Xti 1

and

sin cy] - sg(U. 1 )

Actually, since U is always positive according to numerical results, one simply

has

iT
C*D0 (V. 1 7 )
yl 2

Thus.

S+ 1,. --- 5. .C.

At the-stationary state, 0 - 0, then

I lstationary 2 ( m1 2 (IV.19)
m

If < (C( stationary' C would be positive, then the system is unstable, and

CI would grow. If € I" (¢ldstationary, $ would -be negative, and el. would

diminish. Thus the presence of (W ) and (Wy) stabilizes the orbit size at
xt m yt m

C1, which, however, can not be completely reduced to zero. To determine f, sub-

stitute Equations (IV.6), (IV.7), (IV.l0), (IV.1l), (IV.16), .(I.17) and 0 - 0 into

-96-
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Equation jlV.1a)r

I/i .11

+ [in fT- UIl sin f- V, cos f•"

trn 0te 
(IV.20)

One should note that the last expression cannot be precisaely zero because the
Sdescriptin of the periodic motion is only--n approximftion. Also,

Eq. (IV.lb) needs not be. separately considered because of the prevailing sym-

smetry. Since, even and Odd functions 'of f should separately vanish in the

above expression, one would find

/ U//s + V. M 2]

"0 (IV"21•

Harmonic contents in the motion of the stationary state can be obtained from

Eqs. (IV,. a'b) by performing s Fourier analysis in an iterative manner begin- I

nmng with the truncated expressions, Eq. (IV.7), as the initial guess in the

non-linear terms, which are defined by Eq. (IV.6). The iterat~ve procedure may

be continued to impron.e accuracy furthdr. The process begins with finding the

harmonic contents of Eq. (tiV.6) by the su6dtitution of Eqs. (IVcIa), (IV.16) fo

and (IV.17) and then performing the appropriate Fourier analysis.
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(W X) Mý (u xncos nf¶ + v xnsin nfi)
nl

(IV.22)

(14 ) = (u coo nflT+ v sin nfl)
ytrnyn yn

2 TT/f

xn rr id d'rx Csi nf'r dr
0

-f r/ del cs If de'xyn dr d i tfrdr
0

2r/fd, d
V u a Iyn n~* Ty idr dr coo nf!d'r

I, I dc*1nmsnnTd



f3 2 2rr/f
fn/1xl Isin f sin fT cos fT d = 0

f3 2v 217/f 80 2

0

xi ~ ~ 3 siinfTsn Td

3x2 2 2/f
x ftIf e s i n f T s i n f T C o s 2 f 7 0

0

(IV.24a)

f3 2 2Tr/f

x2 " m 1slin fT sin fT sin 2fTrdT -0
0

uxn O 0 forall n

Vxn 9 0 for all even n

m____ 2 2Vxn %.. 2_ f2 2 for al add na
n(n2 4)T

2Tr/fUy "l M_ f- 6 1Jcoo Pr co° 2 fr d-r -LI f 2 92

yl 'm T cos PI cos fd sin f f d 2 0

0

yn f 0 for all even n (IV.24b)

80(v.2buyn O 2_ f2 C2 for all odd n
n(n2 4),r 1

v n O 0 for all n
yn99
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£.ibettiuting Eqs. (IV 4), (IV.5), (IV,9). and (TV .22) into Eq. (MVan)n~ 'Z

N-Ling U ( for the stationary state-

2 22in n- f 6 cos (nf T toxtn xn
R-1

-_ CL nC cos (nf~r (D V,, sin (nfr

n-j

+ L cos (nf¶ tD ) j - sin Wn¶ o1

+ i-(ux cos rifT + v x sin nfT)

m ~ ~ j Cn 'IN Cstx /ncnw,+V/
n~j

+- Co (csfr(Dnsi sin~f (9a +tC cau V 1

+ Unca + V4 Sn t tn ) C -U

+ sin nfr [(-Onf Cos C-C sin )cin -

+n (%n +i Ull Si eVx conn co) cx v

+ Unsncyn 4~n csryn) ytn Vxn.J

II -0

1001.
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Or,
t | [~~~(m n f2 IT .. . .s . . . "--/n -xn "n . xn xtn -

ii

-(U Cos CD + V sino )e
-(n yn in Oyn ytn xn

(IV.25a)

[(M n2f2 (U/n) sin •xn - V,/n cos O yn h-xtn

4fn n" ln yo ytn " xn

and similarly,

2' 2

[m n2f2 U//n) Co, Wyn " sin Myn iytn
I.

+(U sin0 - co )

osn %n + Vdn a xn Cxtn " yn
"...., . (I .23b)

I~ 2i
4/V (n n Wyn + VX/n cos tyn) Cytn " y

sin'
It is not necessary to consider Eqs. (IV.25) with n - 1 since these conditions

would be consistent with Eqs. (IV.7), (IV.16), (IV.17), and (IV.19). For n = an
even integer,because Uxnm. Uyn Vxn = Vyn = O, one also must have cxtn = Cytný 0.

For n - an odd integer, Eqs. (IV.25) can be rewritten into the following matrix

form:

-101-
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2i 2
m . , "- -V, / n.e Cos (D

m m n 2 f 2cS
22V mn fU,. V COS f(D

z n .//n OLi xytn xn

-Vin Uln V// n m n2 f2 -U// Cytln sin fyn

0

m 2 2.[ 2 f 1n(n2-4)n
(IV.26)

2 2 21n(n2-4) r

0- 0

Solving, .

xtn coo r~xn ytn a yn

(m n2 f 2 -Ua -v, 2 (VnU 2 4)r 1 .c...,.

Ssin x m -m 2oB •O

( U,, .n.u v1 ) + (V/-n _,n

- I02- 9
m m m (m n f
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Or,
i•• = tVyn -/

xn -yn

- tan (mnf U//n V/n (IV.27)4 ~(Un -V/~1i• 4n /d,

'I and by virtue of Eq. (IV.19),

,xtn eytn

S3c,I (Ul -V/)

I -.:.Vn(4'n2 (m nzf ' f t,.-V) + (U v Iv.28)

These two formulae are valid for all positive odd integers, including n 1. in

principle, additional iterations can be performed.

* Summarizing, according to the one-step iteration analysis carried out above, an

, unloaded, plain journal bearing-shaft system would be stabilized by the electro-

magnets to assume a "steady-state" orbit. Collecting the relevant formulae, Eqs.

(IV.21), (IV.19), (IV.27), and (IV.28) and rearranging somewhat for clearer pres-

entation, the "steady-state" orbit can be described as follows:

x

// - n-,35 (~ n f~. r cD
i3v~* dU* Z1  3 (ULmJ V//,) Cos ( nfr

~T !// + VZ 0n(- 2 _V(m. n f - V ) + (U - 2
- , n(4-n2) U V// si .

3 n

"-- . ni-, 3 ,5 . .. n(4"n) "m n fA %" £n) ¶ + (, ",n)•

-103- (IV.29)l
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1

where,
2= 2•2.%.5.%m -- fa U //n- ni

M n tanU

U//n1  (IV.30)

u./ (nf)

Ln J L 1(f

-104-
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